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· · · -/.~nd · to cause -the three oxides·· ·to react. to form the magn~t1c · ferri i·e 
\ . 
... :~---~-:~~- -~- . ":~~~~- --~ --~(spine l s true tl;lre). Th·e~ ferrite is· subsequently processed by m~lling , 
---- I - j I . 
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. ml Iled to reduce the size of . the particles and to mi-x in a binder. 
__ : __ :_.:..~:: __ :...__·-_--'-_··~----·.::-·- -----------~-:\ ~..:....::~-=~~:~----- ··, -·-··,- ·---·- --- -
.. -· -- .. . ..... --- ----- - -.. 
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After the milled slurry is dried into agglomerates, it is pressed_ i'n-to ... 
green. memory sheets,. The sheets are then sintered to produce inner-
-... 
- ---- - --------- -- --
a-tomi c. bc>'ntls ·oetween:···-g·raf1ts-~~ana · to obtain the· desired switching 
cnara:cteri sties •.. 
•, 
. ',.' ·, -
,, Variability of the operations makes it difficult to consistently 
pr?duce acceptable ferrite sheets. Control 9f the process is now 
·maintained on the basis of an analysis of· samples that are taken at 
various steps in the process. The two principal factors to be co·n-
trolled are the physical dimensions of the sheet so that it can be: 
---~~-~~~!?led into the ~odule and the magnetic characteristics so that the_: 
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t em pe rat ure necessary for control of one property can cause an adverse 
effect on the other ·property. As an example, to correct for· an overly 
_ __ .- _ .. rP. d~nse green sheet, an increase of sintering time or temperature. is _re~ ... 




-· _t_ ._, .. - -
' - ·----- ___ .. -
I. 
,----qui--!!~d ~ This,- however,· wt!.11 also cause . a decrease in_ the _9o·erci ve 
. . 
. 
. force and squareness ratio of ,the ferrite. ~The effects of some other 
.• \ 
. \ ' 
. changes in the process- have been studied,. howeve~ not_all of these are 
' 
. . . . . .. . . ( .. ·• lir' ~ 
· -. ~omplet-ely understood . 
. ' 
\ ' 
·----The· purpose of this thesis 1$. to .in.ye~_tigat~( t.he effe_ct .. ~o.f __ _ --
· •·••M'"'. - .• •·•• --b·~,•• •··.",',, ••,-<•'', ''"•' ·•--• 
- .. ·•. ---· . .. -
- ------ " \ . 
starting powder -characteristics on the' s-intering behavior of the 
\ 
· magnesium-manganese ferrite sheet. . . 
'' -<= l . . . ' 
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·. i~ ·turn, i~ dependent· on b~nder ·content, pressing fQrce·, .pa:t-ti~le\.size.,· 
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' randomly posi tiuned" resu-~s-r-n- about 40 vol pct porosity~ 
-·--·--- . - .. -· --l'""''v.:~·---- -. 
'"tl •I 
•. i 
--_:: -··. ceramic. -compost t'!ons contain mixtures of fine,-- medium, and coarse 
~'- , particle sized materials tO obtain high density~ . A minimum poi-osity 
·----------·-~ ---
., ·····---·---·-... -·-·-----------"- -
- - - --··------ -----------·- . - . - -- - --- . - ·-~,, .. ~ ........ - ~ .. ·- --·-·-··· .... ·---------·--··------·~····---~··--·-·-·-·-··-·--··---·-· ~--
,. \ 
-. has been found for ceramic powders that contain appro~imately 70 pct< 
--·-
coarse ma te·rtal with the remainder being fine. 
The sintering process is presently considered to occur in three 
..• 
stag~s;~Initiatiort, mate~ial tran~port, ,nd grain growth.CG) No 
' ' 
::·: 
distinct division exists betwe_en ____ the_s_t_ages and to further ·complicate 
. - -·- -·----····----, ........ _.,_ .•.. ~~ .. ---------- ' . . . 
the probl~~' differences in the sintering behavior have been noted for 
\. i 
different ma.:t-erials (ceramics vs. metals). -~ 
•·· 
-·· -·------ -· ------·····--·- -- ,. 
l. Initiation Stag~ __ 
1 
A more pronounced difference in sintering behavior has been noted 




of sint.ering phenomena were interested in e_stablishing tbe i~itiation 
. 
• I t or Tammann ei;n,pera.ture. 
I It was tnought that the ratio· of the initiation 
_te~pera ture to ... the melting temperature would be a constant for given ... 
·- --- ------- .. -- ,r. 
classes of ,naterials, classifie_d accordi!'}g to qond characteristics 
(±oni.c, covalent o~ metallic bonding). Various mechanical devices 
-~ . 
were used .to dete·rmine the point a_t which powder particles adhered t 
. . 
' . . . 
to~ether at. an· elevated temperature._ ·The results of these studies 
. . . ... - ,_ _____ ,, '"· . ____ ,,_ - . .. ·- -·· . . .. 
••• •-••••••-H•H, ___ 0"0 .. -·,--,,., ... -.~-~---·--,·~--~ .. -J." ·-··--·-· ... ----.. ------ •• , • ' ' ' • ' ' ' " --,••• •·• h \ 




. Tammann . to . the melting temp~ra ture. 
. . . 
Mo,re r~cent· invest1gat1ons have been concerned with"establishing.,> 
..,. 
' ' 
sinte·ring rates duri;ng the· init'i~ti.9n stage, .. instead of establishing 
I . 
"\ : ' . ('') 
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i>owde:r·s ·with ·higher· internal energy have ·._-the· inltiat~on temp.erat:ure. 
·' .... ·,p 
---"--...........4-='~----,-r·----\----~----- . . \ 
.\ 
. .-. ~ 
\ \. 
-been noted to sinter at a faster rate than-- other p~wders .of :the sam·~ ·· _-·-
. - J . - . 
• h 
' 
=--·----·-=-·---._. --_--_---_-·..:__· ·""-'-·' -------------------- . - .. . ·--···---------··--.. -- ~. - ~~- . ' .. 
- ' 
-·-·---·--.. ··--·---.. - -···--·-·-·-·---'~----- - . 
V material ..... · ''fiie'se · nae.ti.Va ted'' . powders that_ h~ve been i1oted __ -for ceramic ... 
-~ 
maferials can be explained by the high surface to volume·ratio for. 
' 
. . ,... . 
. ····-~" --· 
I 
--...:-- . . -- .~t. 7·,, . -.-::,. . _,, --- . ' - . - -- ----------· ···-····--··--··, --- • •· • 
.. 
fine particle size$. The. __ tisqally brittle nature. of most ceramic mate...~-----. 
\ 
rials ·excludes cold working, which was used for metals as a mechanism 
' '· 
- for explaining an activated state. ~etalTic .. powders·· can b~L-~higlily· 
·-----
._compress~~ to induce a .l:\igh level of strain energy into the particles 
I 
which promotes· an increased initial sinte,ring rate. 
.• : ·'1. 




1 • . ~·--: . 
'· 
co 
. · 2. Material. Trans,port Stage 
'.\ ,· MaximtDn shrinkage occurs duri-ng the material transport phase of 
sintering. - .During this period the porosity is re~uced, and the shape 
·of ".the---closed pores beco~es spherical. Transport of material is con-
·sidered to occur by -four po~sible me .. chanisms.-:- .... _ · 
I 
- ·. ,-..... 
·--..... __ 
_ •• _.•· _ • ._.;.o__ __ :" ____ _ 
a. evaporation_ and condensation, _ _. · .. __ -- ----.. '\,· 
··----------·-----------.. ·-·---------..1.:.-·---- ' -··· ·-·---- -. ---·--·---- --~---·- ·--··______._· _________________ .. __ .__ ____ . --·--···--·-- , 
·' 
__ .... _··: •• r_ 
b ... surface diffusion along grain boundaries, 
.1: .. 
c. .yp.lume diffusion through the- material, and. 
':, 
.d.. mactoflow, such as ,viscous or plastic mov.:ement: ·of material. 
I • 
, • of 
-~ 
One: ··or mo·re o.f, these :may ,b:e ·a factor in the .si,ntertn·g behavi.or, de·pend-
~- ' 
·ing on the-characterist_t_GS o.f the.material .. Also, these lilechanisms,may· ·, 
.. 
', 
·occur indi v_i_dtiaTly or stmul taneously during sin~ering. 




· ·The evaJJ_oration-condensa t~o-n mode can best be described· by· cop-
· · · :si:dering--i ts occ.~rrenc-~ du-~ing the --sintering of -a 'metal. Since all 
1·· 
· metals have some finite vapor p;ressure·, even in the·,- solid state, . , 
'-·-·-···----·-.· .. 
a toms .will leave surfaces of -high energy an"d w-i-11 ·adhere to surfaces 
.; 
' : ,: . . t . 
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.1.1.,.,.t.11 cave -surfaces. 
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, =~-- -take--Pla-G-e by- -di f.fu:s'ion ra·th'::r- than by the, evaporation-condensation 
_.,,,,.:.· 
···. ? : 
.... - : - --- -· ,:.. . ·-·--- - ,;,._.,_ 
(' 
. •;.1-··mechanism. Jli diffusion the material .moves:ei ther through (volume 
diffusion) o-r over the surface of ihe grains to fill voids. .Both 
-
routes are. probably used in earl-y stage~ __ of sin~eri1'~, especially if' 
·" 
the material has small particle sizes.· In the la~ter phase of sint'er- · 
- . 
. . ing , .. after some of· ·the pores have been by-passed by the grain bound-
ari_es', material transport mu~t occur by volwne diffusion. 
"' 
A r.~J.ati ve_ly massive movement· of mEt-terial has been noted in th~: 
" 
., 
sl.nt.e.·ri.ng of both metals and ceramics. This movement, termed macro.-
flow 
. . ' has been postulated to occur by o.ne of two me.chanisms. rhese 
,me.chanisms are plastic· flow·'. and viscous flow, both. of· which are con-_ 
sidered to·be- activate~ by the 4riving force of surface tension. 
. ''.--.... ~ ·--.--~---·~-
Mackenzie. and. ·shuttl.eworth <1s) 
rate of. shrinkage1 an·d the porosity and visc~si ty of. the material . .,. 
C. .. • ~ • 
. 
·-Cl~rk and Whi tel19) propose1d a similar -relationship for plasttc flow .. 
.. ,'-, 
,. ,. 
:·Bofh of these relationships have provided' a correlation with the 
,:..ac.tua_l _ _s~ntering ~a:tes un.der. conditions where _macro flow-· was the_ pre-
\ 
:.. ...... · 







· .. ,/ 
.. 
,• -- . -
"_ .; --c-a~ ·-- ·Gra·i:·n Growth· Stage . ., ··-•·, ""," .. _..,.. - ... ·- -~:,\~_.: 
,,-:o 
' 
-The_ per-iod:· when,· the average size-o-f · ~-- grain increas.es .. --under· -thermal-
~ ·, -~·· 
... excitation is ge-ne~ally con·side·red a gra·:in g~owth. periQd by ceramists. 
,· . 
' 
. ' However, the same event-occurring in metals is termed primary recrys- . 
~-~,,_..:, - . 
,'- .,: 
.,_._ 
tallization~)?y the~metallurgist .. ,,,,,The,,difference is a point of 
I - .. _.. .. . ·------.~- - 1- -- - ~--------~--
,·. 
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co.nf~sion between-~me-tall.urgi.st_s .and ceramists~ · One ~theory considers the . 
. . 
· ·dri vin~ fo-ree__!or primary- recry.stalliza tion to be lattice straihs 'in the· 
.. --· 
.'.------- - ---- ---·-. --- ., --~ -~ - . - . - . - .. ----.' . 
_......;.; ___ ---- ----------·----------, ·- ....... ---· . . . . . -
kl. - -_ 
--... .-··--·-··-·- ~,t·-·-_ .... ---,->'-·-..··- ···-- __...--.~ ..• -. --
• 
• - -•.c,-••:::: :- .' .::::.=...·--.-- -· __ P, .... ·=,•••••:--:-J.""'"_,.,.,.,. 
• I 
- - - ---------- ···--·-------·-·····-· -- ··- ·----- ---·-··· -- ••••••••.. ··--· ----··· -·-··---~-- -------------··· ---·-······ -----------~----
. --- -----·- ~- -~-----~'------'--------·~-i-t WO:Ul(i- be-~~tbeo~e-tic~ifly ~ £m-~-ossib-le · for recrystallization _ to -occur if·· 
- . 
- ----·-·----- ---·- - - --- - - - - -
-
·-this were true. ·A tnore acceptable theory is that the ·reduction--of free 
\ 
energy, brought about when the ratio of surface to volume decreases, is .. _ 
the driving force. In the anneal-i-ng-~ of metals, the resultant gra-i-n'--c----_-, --.->-------
'· ... .;:··1 '.. ' size effect is toe· same as the grafn si.ze effect of sintered cerami-cs--;--
, • . ,;: ~ '\,111 
Comparison of· grairi ~growth in metals with oxide ceramics shows a great 
I • 
similarity in th~ growth ·mechanism. <7) This supports t~e argument .. !or . , 
•,! 
I ~ . . the lowering of .free ene ..;rgy by reduction of_ the ... sur-face-.to volume r-atio-. ,· •• •• ·-: •4•" - --··· 
' ;,· In general, ,any ·study of grain growth' leads to the fol.lowing 
empirical expression: 
·· D = Ktn, .. ··- (1) 
-
! ' 
where Dis the grain diameterj ·t· is time, Kand n.are temper~ture de-
. . 
____ --------~-----·----,,·-----~---:---c:-:-·------,a-c·-;-.-------·pende~-~cons-t-ants-; ---- ···· _, _______ - · - · 





The· important asswn:ption t_hht. is made to ~arrive at the above 
expression is that the starting size of the· powder is negligible. 
F~rther, this_ is good o~ly for -continuous. grain growth. If the s·tart-
, ..... ii 
I ing particle size is appreciable., the resulting function. becomes: 
(2) 
where _D0 _ is ·the starting diame.ter at zero time and A is a constant de- .. 
. ·---~------
.. ---- · pendent on .mat~r1,·1 ~rid t~mperature. ! n many 'cas.es ' ·~o_ther .fac~to.rs~ .a .. l~.----· .-----~-~-- ----~-- ' 
- {.-'----- --------





of the ·factors that complicates grain growth analysis is ·discontinuous ,, . 
.. . - ~~· . 
"· .. grain growth. Grain boun~larfe·s can become pinned by l~rge .inclusions 
·•· or impurities; "howev::er, ·if ;;t few ~ra.i~s ha-\Te e_uffi.cien.t e.nergy·' to .) ' 
• 1 
. ' ' 
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. -cc;...,.··"~--.-c~o ........ n~finu~ growing paste inclusions,. 'they ·will. t'e.nd' to' ·co,:itinue growi;ng 
_1 
' ~ • 
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. -~--mueh--c-fa-ster ____ than stir·roundi·ng grai~S:, 'leading to . ~t-s·cont_inuous grain 1 1\ - . \ _:_·_ ·:r·· .. , ... --
--·-······-------- - ~\'.-- .. -· ~'. ·-.··______.___,____,_ ___ -~---:---_-----=-------.,..~,-- -- . ~ ------ · ·--=---- .. · ---=--~----:--··-~~-·---g-rowth. · -One of the· _CQltdt~tio.ns___tha t . tends~ to pro~<;iµ-ce dis-contihuous ... 
.. ·· . .,._ .... _ --- - . ---~- ____ : 
- -- - - --- ---------··· ------- -- ----- - - - -----
- ----- -----· 
~------_--·----··-·· __ 
--·- - .. ·<,.,-~~=_.,..... __ ~----~_::--,-··--grain,- g:rowth. is . a very small. initial ptarticle size wliieh-i produces a 1 
- • 0 
-- - --- .• -.. --... ---~---=:-.-:::;------::c::-;--'_-.,;;,-__ _,.,--""""'-•.--···-
. ' . ·- : J ' -- -- . ------{_£- • __ 
... ,--.... l-.. ---~ngh rate of den·si fie-a tion,. This ,provides the ideal eriviro-nment for · · "' ;..1: ·, (;.-
,•: 
' 
. certain grains to grow very rapidly_ since the pprosi ty _woul_d Qe _low, -·-·-- ,.--,---- -.-- •--





.. and the small, high energy. grains- -would, therefo.re, ,align rapidly with . 
., 
~h~ larger grains. 
-·Although most i·nvestigators agree that the particle size of the 
-- --- ·- ---
., -·---------- ----- --~-----------·-----~ 
--- ----
.. powder has an effect on the sinter~ng behavior, very :(ew authors· rep~rt 
. . 
resiults :relating particle stze to sintering properties. One of the few 
reports.that presented results was by Poster, Waldo and Hausner on the 
e{ff.ect of particle size distribution on the sintering of molybdenum. (B) 
.i; 
" They prepared loose, slipcast, and three-pressed powder specimen~t__.from_ __ _ 
·;· fine·- and· coarse powders. The fine powder was defined by. a:µ average·· 
-~--~=~='""-{~O pct size on ·a pet fine-r--- d:istribution plot) size_ of one micron and 
' ----! 
'· ..•. •, . · ... ; .•:· .... •., _. .. , •, ,',• .. , .,.. ... . ... ; ..... . 
a ·maximum siz~ of 3 microns. . Values for the coarse powder were a 
maxim.um -:-size of ~6 microns and a.n __ average size oL9-microns .. - -Only --~----·-·. __ :i----·-··-- . ·. ·. -~. ~· .. - c- --.· .. - __ ,, _______ - .... -- ------··-
' "• 
-:;:---·. -· 
____ , __ ..... - ·-~-
§ pct of the coarse powder was in the same stze · range as the fine pow,.. 
der. Seven mixtu:res of the two, powders were used to make a total of 
\ 
\ 
' . \ . nine .d.i ff ere.nt _ powders_._ ---~J\11 ___ _$~_cimens __ wer_e_~_presin . te.r.ed · for one hour 
-
-... ·o 
. at 1250. C 1--n---a--h·ydrogen a tmosp,l1ere. 
------ '~ ------l&i .. 
--- -~-~---.----:· __ ._ - _____________ , _____ - ' -~ --
;, 
. 
The densification of specimens 
~- --wa.s---used' a-s--·t·he basis- of comparison for this st.udy .. . Their:restil_t_s · 
-, ' 
,· 
' \ \\ 
\ 
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/l 
the maximum green density. ·However.; the ~00_ pct., fine powd.er .resulted. t 
··.'-
;'-. -~ '- . 
,::s . 
~-~: i'.: 
;. __ a·_.-:..., 
I I 
" 
--- - .-·-· ·------ - --- -- . 
' 
. ' -- - - --- --- ----- -·---· - - --- ---------- --- ----·-- -- -- -.. ".,'_· •. _-... 
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· .. ·.·-These· re·sults sbQwed· the.,highe·st. percentage1 densi-ffcation. to .b .. e ·for ... 
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~ 
:r 
··t---.J . - . .. -_----~--~.--:~ ------ -.· ...... -- .. . ' - -- -~-'- . . · .. l . ' ·. --------~~-- .. --'----;- -- ... .-------~~------· - -- .. ~ -· -·--- -~-~ . . 2 
J-,r~~-~ ~:::~~~ _-···· ··. Th~co~clmte~: ,(1}:thar the aDf~unt.ot lllaterial n·ansported du?'..;~~_ -·~-' 1 i. .. ·_c_~-...:=-.c.:::--=--=-::.---'- ., -- ·_-,!;_ -~- ·- --· --~=~-- -- · - ·.. · · · - · - · · · , . ==--......... -,--.. !,. ,. ___ : .... ... - . s:L.· 
--- ing sintering- incr~ases with inc~e-ased- amounts _of fine. pa-rti-cl·es;---- :~ .. -·1 _ .. ___ -----·-----~---::_ -l-· 
-~·-------·-··--· 
. l 
t (2, greeµ den st ties are affected by· particle· si.ze dlstributiQn; ·· and ----
..it .. ~.· ........ ,' .• ·.1~.·. 
. \ . . . ' 
. {3) tne· format1on of stresses during compaction do not significant_ly 
.... .-- ·.>~_::~ ~on.tribute, to the rate of densi fica tion. , .. - -~---
/ 
., 
·--TnEfre are many reports on the sintering of ceramic.s and metals. 
General reviews· of the various ceramic studies can be found in.books. 
--~~----- - ·--- .. ---· 
-I 
such as ~Kinetics of High Temp~rature Processes)C9) and (Ceramic 
Fabrication Processes). (4) Most reports 1tenerally stress grain growth 
\ 
and densifica.tion as important sintering behaviors £or ceramics, but 
. . 
only a very few report grain growth or densification rates. ..... ,I . Tien and 
·· Subbarao<lO) investigated isothermal grain growth of the oxide system 
;4-. 










negligible compared.to the sintered grain size, so---that.the. function 
D = Ktn could be· used. Values for n were determined to vary from o .. 41 ... 
at 1600°C to 0.32 at 20006 C and the activationsenergy was found to be· 
~. 
-about 80 Kcal per mole. Their.average grain sizes were determined by 
. the int~rc~pt method· (ASTM Desig~ation E~.112-55T). 
-~,- ~ 
. 




·-~:_:_. · ·_- · __ ·,,. ___ ;,_. o,!~ po_wd.~r parameters to the sintering propertfes·· of a Mn-Zn ferrite.- · 
. I 
· .:=--------,~-·--~--..,:,==-,--o------~----~------1- He- ·e-lassi fied his. powders by----,,an---·a-verag-e----particle dt~am-etEfr and a general 
. . 
., \ . 
'' ·-
I• 
- ----- --- . - - - ···-- ·--· . 
. ,, · r- •.• ,, size distribution, such as · sharp or broad·. He vari·e<;l size o·f the fer-
., 
rite powder by c}:l,angi-ng the calcining temper~ture and ball milli.ng time. 
. ' 
. . ... 
· This procedure· resulted· in. average .Particle- diameters v:_arying from the 
,\ . ' . I 
\\ 
snialles+. in .:the siz'~. ran~·e o·f 0.11 microns to the larger size ·of · o. 5 
' .. 
\ . 
··' ,•" '•'.,,, .·•• . ·-· ~t.-•'•'f 
,. . . . --_ ·- '",""''--··.--~~·-... - .. ~~11'.!il~&ll > J ·.• -. -.;, .. _,_ 
~ . t,. . . 
. - --·-----··---····--····--------~---~--~--~----- ----·- -
- . 
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. • ... " . . 
•• ·,--- -- -----~---~-~--- -- ---· -- __ J_ ' -- -·- - - -· . - ' •••.. -· 
- ---- -~~----------,·-----·--· --··· ·--------
-~- -- . . - ,, _____ . ~--.-- -.--._·-' ·--
. \. ~ "'t· 
··--.--· -i·'~ microns (Si:zes determined frolit electron micrographs) .. 
- . I . . . ' 
\ ._ 
The one coarse 
' \ 
. " powder was listed ·as less than 150 microns on the basis of si~ve analy-. 
... -
- . 
. ··-. ---· ···- -· .. - - - ··•·,..--• --
sis •. A further classifica.tion·~~of broad and slia~p wa·s added to inake-a . 
- , 
- ~ -- -- _,;_, ___ -- -
---~~---- -- - - . 
_______ ':_ -total of eight~ different_- powders. 
- . -----~ . ~ ~ -- ·--------- ' ----- - - - -----~---- - -- -
- . 
. - - - - . ' --- - The-Iriterestj.ng -~iesuit of this investigation was that the smaller 
= "';;a,-.;-~,•".C,'~ ··.,-••-·••·-· '""•-:• R .... <.-• • .-.....,..,~ =~--~---·-;:.:..-.. ,• . .,..--,•~--,•--•'. -~----•·.·•.•-,- ··'.-· .. • •• 
•verage particle size powder sintered into the largest average grain 
,,-
size solid. _ ·yam·aguchi concluded that the different microstructures· · 
resulted from differences in the starting powder conditions and the 
~ . 
occurrence of discontinuous grain growth. He did not report values 1 
~or grain growth rates and ·acttvation energy. 
I • Grain growth in magnesium-manganese ferrite was reported by 
John~ton and PalmerC12) as the pct small grains remaining. They deter-_ 
..... .-. -~. 
~ ·1 
-
..... min·ed the area of grains from the microstructure of the sintered sample· .. 
• I They found a 10 m-icron diameter was the approximate limi ti.ng size for 
small gra:.ins so this size was ,used as a value to distinguish between· 
· large and small grains. - .The large grains-~-gr·ew· to 100-200 microns in 
diameter by conswning the small grains. Coercive-.force .was detennined 
. . ' 
and plotted as a function ~f sinte·ring time. and·versµs grain growth. · . 
: \ . 
\ 
. -:- ,• ,' ·,. -, 
_I 
- ~ - - - -- - - -- --· --- ----- .-·- ·----------- . -- . ~-
' 
...... --~ . -The expected de.creasing coercive force for ·1onger sinteril)g times and· 
I -
. . . larger grain size was;rioted~ 
- \ 
·, .. , .. ,, .. ,, ........... -. ' . 
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The Mg-Mn ferrite used in this i'.!}vestig~~ion=-'was "proce-s-sed .to~-~~-::,--,;--:--:'·= ___ -,-~~~--::--· · l -
·------- - - . 
. ' ··-· - - , . - -. --
~ 




a-'-:~-~--~_:_·~:::-~'.-.--,-~--· -, ". - prod-\l~e f0ur diff~ent powders: The differe~-ces between .P<>wders were . -- - -- - [ 
-------
- -
. - -;-;_--, 
- -- : .. ·., ... ~- · _____ -_ ----~:-.:-_ .... ---·--- -- -·~ ( ... 
- .:.--1-·. p-article size and pct rea~ted ferrite.- Powders designa te,d _B~ 11 and - · -:-----·- -- -"- --- r---
, • --- - . I - . 
' 
( 
• I •• 
l -· 
- J - • ~--' - - ., . - - -- . - - - -. . ': -
-
• \ - . ' - ' . • I - \ - r:--






·- - -----·- -- -- -
--· I --,-··- •• ~___:.. ___ :.·:._-_ - .:.·.:....":_·~ •• ::-.-- --·--· - ~- .. ---- ·-·-·-' . ;... .· .- .. "" . 
' 
. I L-
-des-i-gnated B-21 and a.:..22 we~e 100 pct ferrite. 
I 
Figures 1, 2, 3, and--4-~~-__:____--~- ---l-
> 
show the partic·_1e size distributions for the four p9wde_rs. The amounts 
!-· 
of- the basic materi·a1s used to obtain the desired composition, ' 
,---- . 
-) 
-·- --·-- - - _ ....... ·- -
-- - :_ __ 
.· .. · ... 
..... ~ . 
. . The starti11,g powders were 
' ' 
mixed with de7ionized water, in a turbo-mixer-for 45 minutes to obtain 
+• 
a homogeneous mixture prior to calcining. - The mixed powder was fil ter.ed 
and oven dried to remove the water. The-dried filter. cakes were then· 
.broken up by gri-nding to -20 -mesh. The pow~er- was then calcined· to 




_ to obtain a high pct· of reac·ted ferrite and small particle size. The 







_·sec9_!1d batch was calcined for 32 hours to obtain a larger particle -size. 
-,. 
The first 20 hours of calcining were at l050°c ___ J1.nd then the calciµing 
# 0 temperature was raised to 1150 C to increase the particle size by grain-
























- ---·-~--,~---L- ____ :.__·--- . ..:.--------~-----·-···--
• -.~ .. ,.._. '·"· ·-- #,f,--. --~---· -· ....... ~ --.-~ ... -~-~·--·-·---, .• ~ -- -·-
__ . 
\ 
- · The" next ·step was to mil+ the powder· to req\~ce the particle· _5.i~e 
and to ·mix in the binder. - HErre ,. the process was, varie·d · slightly from 
., -
\ . 
the standard methQd. -
- . 
The binder is usually mixed with the powder 
--"'--------- -------------=~"' - - --ciU.ring. Dli lli.ng;~hOWE!ver, in this experimen 1 the'binder ~as ··added af,ter · 
---· .. ..:---..... ,.- ....... 
... t.. • . ~· • 
- -~---·--~ - .- -~ . 
. -. 
.-- -~ .... 
.~. 




- I - -
mt11in,g so tha.t mtlled powder s)amples could be obtained for particle 
size· analys1s. The batch pu~-- Jqto a Number 00 size mill· jar was as ·r 
. -_____________ __,____ __ 
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- --'-··- .. --·---~=-==,;.·:=::.:.~ -·-- --~~ 
_--~. ·- -·· - l. --.:; .----------:--=:~---·---·-·:-·.-·-----:.-::--~.-
-·-··--------;---------1~· -:···-· ~--··--:-·-·-- --; -~----~i. ,- - . ----·:-------,-.......,.. aoo ml 1 of xylene' and,, . . . ---- - -~~~~ . 
"ii# -----------------------· ----------~------··. ----·----~~~---, _______ ,._____ _________ _ --- - ·-- .--~---,_ - ' ' . - -------
. . . 
___ . ____ .... - -:------. - -- --...-!-::..cc--·.-------- -
... - - . 
---· , .. ;-~~~--•--:-·••··••··-•-•""'-c-,."., • •. • ·---: ___ ·, ____ .. ,. -•·--- -··--:--• -•-- - -------•---· ·-- • -·- ------,--., .. -- ...• - __ L_,,. __ ._._ - - -· ..... 7-·- ---
---
. ~ ~- . 
- . 
~"·-~ .,.._~= ·----~~ .. · _ 1 ! 25 _gm_ of stearic _-:_aci_d~ _ -- - ----~---;----------.. .........,, - " ·- ;. 












' t ' 
-------,, _-,-- . 
\·. 
fo-r th~ B-12 powder, anrd 20 hours for the .B- 22 powder. 
:The_ binder was mixed into-- t-ne---pewde-r----and- the -xylene evaporated by~-
.. 
using a double motion planetary mixer with a heated pan. Ten gm of 
1-
L isobutyl methacr.ylate binder and lQ cc of dimethyl phthalate plasti_-: ___ _ 
'I., , .. 
cise·r were dissolved in 100 ml of xylene and added ·-to the milled slurry~ 
---------~---·--·-· -------- -~~~~~~-~-~~~-=· • ..,,,_.-~-~~ 
Th·e ·resulting agglomerates wer.e air dried overnight and then pulver~zed . 
. ,. ,, . -·. 
The pulverized powder was oven dried for 16 hours and then sieved" 
~· . --~, 
- -------~----- .. '·· ···-···· .. -··-·--·------····-·- ····---------------·-···· --····:~' -
j· ' 
to separate out specific agglome·rate J;izes for the pre·~sing powder. A-
' . . 
weight ratio of 2:2:1 for the +120, +170, and +23.0 mesh· sizes·, respec-
.... ~-
tively, were blended for pressing. The amo·unt ·of binder and the ratio 
of agglomerate sizes were previously determined to h~ve· optimum pre.~sing 
,, 
< 
and shirlnkage characteristics. (14) 
, 
-- The powder. was pressed into· green sheets o.·43 inch square and. 
. approximately· 30 mil~ thick,. - ' A Dorst Model. TPA4 mechanical press was 
..... 
-
·adjusted to press sheets to a pressure of 35,000 psi." Variations in \\ 
the pressing ·forG-e--wer.e _noted andattribu.tetl'"to insufficient filling 





__ --·--·-·- _ ~--~~--~ --- ------.- ·of tl\e di'e With· :fhe~erri te powder. i'', t-·. 
--------·--·---~---- ~ 
:/ 
~ . . 
. 
f.:: • .... ,. _, . . . 
:;: .-··';:-· .. -.=-cc·~,,.,=--~---···--·--:-··---·--···-···::·:~.-~~-- -;·:·-······---~he -~l)eets- we~e slntered in a laboratory! tube furnace (2. 5 . i'nches 
1---.....-----:·- ,- .,._\ 
ins:i.de diameter) .,with an. atmosphere flow of 1.5 liters p_er minµte. Al_r\ 
. . was used for atmosphere during; heating, soaking, . a11d . cooling to 11oo<>c •· 
• ·.. • 'I, i, -
,~, _, . .I _- --.-:~-; . = :--"--_~· ~-A-t- :-1-lOa°e· -,;the · atmo.s~here was swl tched to. ni_t~9gen. for cooli~g . to - the 
' . . 
· .. - -. 
. . . 
' • .~ A ( • •:, 
ambient · -~empera tur~. · 
---- ·--·--···-· 
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··--'-- /---~--- - __ L _____ ,- _. ___ """'fll.-- __ ___;_f;- .,. ··--,. -
----. --- ---.-. -,, -· -. --'-------~--
\ 
ContrQl 01;· the. si'ntering -. cycle· was. m~Jntained_ J~y a Barber-Colema_n: · \ . 
\ . - ' 
He_atin_g· an. d .cooling :r·ates ·wei~e set for 3o.o0 c 
..\ . per , .... ~ . ' . 
\ ... 
-~\ ,. -_.-. furnace controller. 
•"' ·---r ,,- ___ . ,·, ____ .__;_, ___ ,· ____ _ 
. ·-----i· . 
. : ·::, -· 
-----
. . ·=---- ··- - - . 
:····- ·--·---~~------~---·······-·- ·-..;: _"\, - . . ~. 
. . ' ' . . . 
---------- ................... ---=,·=~cc=--------·-····· &:.ii·· ·- . ---
•. _ . · -. -- . --; ---- --;: .. - ::::_:::_:_~:=-•~ ~-:!!OU,J!-,,-----=----~:~-=~--'7--:=~~---~ '_:,___ - ir···· . , 
---·-·· 
. - ... 
, _.:__ ..... L ____ .. .J---·--·-··· ---==----· ---'---:· --··-~· . ·- .· .;------" - ·-----.----···--· - ---- .~ .• -· 
- I· -
_ Temper~_tu.re~:~-~-~riat_ions_:durtng _ 's;~_fiterilfg ·wer·e_ -_negli,;;ibl~--•,·---,·~a~oThe-.~~~-·'=---===---'--~-~""""--====~~ 
. \ I 
. . •.. \ -
----·- ··-· -- . - .... ---- ·--------··--·- -
.. \ ferrite sheets were located in a +· 2Pc· posi ti(:>'n. within the furnace ..... as - . - -·--. - ... 
. - ··--· 
-.-.,----.....,....._--~----d-e ...... t-e-rmined from the t.emperature. _profile of t·he furnace .. - Additional 
' ' -0 . ' ,, ' ' 
var--i-a-t.i-0.11---ari-sing__.from the furnace_c.o.n.:t..rnl_le._:r was +, OL5 C abou_:t__~the.. ______ _:_ __ c-;.-·--· 
. r __ -
r 
t 





F.ive sin~tering· temperatures and ttir~e soak· ti-mes for each ·'tempera- .. 
I 
r ~---------~- --.~----- __ , __ ~ ---- - -- ·---·- --- ---··---~ --- ______ _J ____ ~------- ·---

















ttire were used to cover the range.of usual -sintering temperatures for 
-- 0 0 - 0 . r' -
m:agnesium-n;ianganese ferrite.· 'These temperatures were 1200 --,-, -l--25-0-----,--1--300-~- -----
, ' 
···1350°, and 1400°c. The. soak tim-es of zero, one, and two hours were 
.,. 
· kep,t relatively short to avoid pr~blems with discont'inuous grain growth. 
--- ------~----- ~~-
At the middle temp,e.rature of 130o0 c, three additional soak times ·of 
o. 5, 4, and s· hours were used to 'obta1.n the effec't of longer ~soak times.--~·. 
----The me-tallog~aphic technique used to obtain the microstruct"tire of 
sintered sheets. consisted of mountii:ig the samples in .. a resin, then 
grinding, and po'li_shing. (lS) The milled ferrite powders were thoroughly 
mixed with the resin to dis}:?er.se ·the· individual particle-s. These sam-
.ples were also ground.a~d polished for particle size analysis. 
• <I • ~... - \ 
~.'P \ 
Phot.9-micrographs of: the powder sample.s were enlarged four~ times· 
.. . ··.:: ·--
- --· . ., ~------- ----- ------ - -------,-- -- -
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· and reproduced ·on Cronaflex photographic· paper. 
\~ ~i_ 
The resul ta_nt .. Pa·rticle , \; 
!.-,. -- .. , ....... -.. - . l' 
- ---- ___ o_. 
--·!·:·:'-'~- --···-··-······'" . 
,\' ,[ 
images were then counted on a 1 Zeiss Particl~ Size Analyzer ('IGZ-3-}----~t---e·-~~~ ... ------- ---- r 
r ' •• l 
J • !~ 
d~_termine the section are'a- within the size intervals~ (lo) -----Th~·;;··--d-~\t·;:--·---·-----~----~-- -~~ l 
-
' f.--1 --
. \ . 
..  
. wer~ converted, with the aid of·a- digital comp~te~, to the parti6le 
' 
·-··· ··- --- -· size dts·tribu-tion by using- Sal tykov ·, s -method. <24> .. 
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Figure 2. Particle~Size Distribution 
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Figure·· 3. 
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Percent of Components Mixed to Produce Ferrite 
of Composition Mgo. 61Mno. 4gFe1-:9104 
P·c_t_ Metal Weight Pct Comport~.:µ t-. 
25. 2 
.~-
43 .. 1 21. 5 
69.7 
Mg~3 Baker Reagent Lot No. 2432 
MnC03 Baker Reagent .Lot .. No • 25091 
"1~ 
Willfan1.s __ 999-8-Lot __ No_. 1 
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.. -- ' 
· --1-;--·· Linear, Shrinkage· 
'I ' 
··· .... for .. all sintering condi tipns of the ferrite sheets. Tfie ef f e.ct of soak 
. ~· ' 
-~ . 
. __::__ ..-~. ' 
_ _. _ ti_me __ is shown in Figure 5. Sintering t~mperature effects on shrinkage 
.,.. ·_ ,. I· . 
' -
i 
are. plotted in Figures 6, 7, .and 8 for ,zero~· .one~. and.- two hour soak 
. ..., 
. .• 
ti~~s, respectively. - These results can also be expressed by the em- . 
--~-,piri·c~l. re;a-t-ionship(l9) .. I 
-. Ktn . 
. ' 
{'3) 
.. • @ 
w,l1ere· n .is.a temperatu:re dependent constant and.K is a temperature 
t _"' I·· / 
. I . . "· 
function constant at -a given temperature for the time function. The 
I ' 




--:-- • , _.... ,,1:.t, - . . ·r 
-- ----·- ___ ......,..__..._~--,c-~~. ""'~___._,,;.........,._,..,........_·· ..;:_,·· .,J.\K~~K~-' .. t:.e-=.::RJ. ,._ __ . . . -.-:~ .. ~----------00·------- --~--- __ '._.~......_. -.· ->~-. ~. ~--- ·•- .. · ___ , {4.J_ · ____ -
D ' 
. ·j 
., -· where K' is.the· .. raie·-cQnst~nt, Q:· is the activ·ation energy an.d."R i·S·-.-th-e, . 
. ' 
.universal gas constant. Vc;tlues · for n were calculated by a least squares· 
' ~ 
\ • ' ' • j 
~ ... __ ,_-....... ·· ·- -ruia~si s of the ,J.n Cf;). versus_ln_(.srul.k .. u111e~) pl.Qt~ .. Tl;lefe ·vaiu,e·s Of n 
v· 
. ~ \ - . 
are .. lJ:s~ted\\tn Table 1II___g_iql')g with 'the- activation__-e·nergies for li.n~~ar 
• ,....:_-::.,_~,---•oa--··•~«.,--.. __.-.-------.,..,_.___: __ -~---------.~...,- • ·--.-- . ' ,. ' .--·--· -- - • ' • 
\ 
. shri ukage·, 
____ .,_....._,, ., __ ... _.,_ -- .• --1---·· ·-· ----· - - ·-·~- --··--·· 
Tue activation. e.nergi--es were ~cf;tlculated(:"-rrom the ln(t±me .. , 
.\ 
I 
\ ":• . ' ·J~ 
rate). versus _reG~proca1 temperature diagram ·(s;e Appendix ·1 for s·~~ple 
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tions tn poros:lty:·wtth soak time and sintering temperature, as well a!s 
' ' ' 
--·~ ····-~·-----~-·------·- ----·· ···--·-· ----·--·, .. ·-· ...... ··-··· .. --.. - -
·.-··-
' 
. is noted in all sheet~. ' ,, 
' . , 
3. · Grain Growth 
(,.· 
The particle size distributio·n·s of the four star--ting powders are 
shown in Figures l, 2 ,; 3, and 4. . These graphs represent the distribu-
tion of particle sizes based on the volume or weight of the particles· 
within a - small size range. Previo\:ts work h·as shown that. the particle 
sizes of many powde~s generally have a log-normal distribution·. (21) 
• 
. ·, 
·For such a dist~ibutio~, the 50 pct size is the mean.or average size 
of th:e particles. Therefore, the 50 weight pct size was considered as 
" ., 
the· average_ value for this investigation. The eff-eC--t-s---.of--sintering are 
.depict~d by the typical examples shown in Figures ~ through 18. These 
• I 
"t," .,.. •. .-... 'r ,; p 
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creased _ sin tering tempera tµre and longer soak time. ·-. --- ---- ' . '·~·-.' ' - '' _'· --------- --'~ 
}, 
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Averag~~~grain ,-sizes for all of the sampl_es are i~sted '.~±~ -Tab~e~~------------..:·--·~-
• • \., • .' •.l ft. 
--··-~----,··------ ---- . -----~- r- ; . 
·1 '' - - - - ,.,, •. ' ,,, ( ; • '~ - . .. . !. 
; .. : JJ ~ompari son of, the starting par ti Cle size ·and ttnt-g:ra.in siZe fQ,r t~e · :~~-"d~~· ,--~ . f ·· 
1' 
l2000C sintering shows· a smal.ier sintered size· for the coarse 
i h ' 
. . !/ . ' 
There are two pos-s.~bl.e explanations fo.r this r.esult • The·most 
\,· .. 'r 
\ ! ' 
powde.r. 
' . \ 
.\\· ' 
probable · 1 
:. ------.-'-------·------
--- .. ---~------ -----•_, ____ , ·--
.~_ ..... , ·-·~,.···. ·. __ ·._·_reason 'for -·~~! ~maller _gr~in size_ is that the p:article~ o.f. the starting· \ 
----:-·"-- ---·- -~ .. 
.--···-- ' - ',...,.... 
• -_I 
. . , .. ,.. . -
(', 
',. 
·POWdel' .. ~re"·not 'single· grain P.~rticles-~,·- I This .should\ be expected. because 
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sintering characteristic~ was noted for the sheets presse·d frem -the·---·-··-~---·::,,.--~---:~:~-----~·-····--_-· 
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ful_ly reacted,_ co~rse part_i-cle· size powder (Sample e:..21) when compared 
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c~ar~cteristic o·f,.. inte.re:st, i.e. , lin.ea~ ~shr_~nkage, porosi tr, and g.rain 
growth, is discussed In detail i~n the following seGtions. 
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. shrinkage can:· be~ d1;rectly related -to the e'ffect of ·unreacted Fe2o3 in -~ 
./ 
__ the ·ferrite. ·: The. large particle sized powder introduced less total 




• .. 1, sintering conditions of interest. The_~ _valµe's of the time coefficients 
for -the coarse pow~er are about five times g:cea:ter t_han the time coef..;. ., _· . 
ficients o~ all the other powders, except for. the 1200°·c sintering tem--- ------·~·-.---•··--·· ,. -·· -•- --• •• -·- ·•··•-••-•·-·--·····- r 




.. -eoe~ficien_t,s between. samples can be directly .attributed' to. the particle . 
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·· size of the powder. -i·:.Apparently-, coarse powder which:has ,1ar.ge v·oids 
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comparing a photomic;rograpJt o·f a poll-shed s·ection with a standard po_re 
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. equally in all directions; then the ·volumetric shrinkage' v,.s.' .·is. 
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where Lt,_ is ·the linear dimensio.n,~~a~te-r-si-n~erin~. _and L0 is · the li-near 






stead· of volumetric. shrinkages or densities b"ecause Qf the difficulty 
t·n. determining the- _¢hange·, in volume-without large measurement errors -
..... , .. , 
.. ,for the relatively thin, s~nt_ered sheets. 
Densification·rates were not calculated from the porosi~y values 
. 1 -
... 
-since the decrease :it:° po,rosi ty generally GOrre-spond~ -to--:the -increiise·---~:-------------
- •: 
\ 
in linear sh'rinkage with increasing soak ·times. and sintering tempera-
- l 
. tures. The-..-smal_ler (2 tQ 3) pct po:rosi ties noted for the increased • 
s.interi:ng conditions correspond·· to· the relatively flat section of the 
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. ·· Se.condly, ~he ~rireacted Fe-2<;>3 in the .ferrite was· noted :.to have JJ.n_~-~e:f.fe~t :· ·· - ___ _ 
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the-~coar·se.: ·powder ·can be a ttrlijuted -eo· ~he -s.iower grain,'' grow~h of the .... ~. .. 
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--·la.J;g-er-particle. sizes. In solid metallic systems, tne driving force 
f<:>'r grain growth· is g·eneral~Y~ considered- to be surface energy. ( 7). · .This 
, surface ener_gy for solids_ can,·be theoretically related to the reduction 
~ 
....... 
·of free energy owing to a decrease in the ratio of surface ,to volume 











energy as the av~rage grain. size increases. The grain". grow.th behavior 
noted in this inv·estigation in con-junction with the work of other in-
,> I 
·· ,1 
.. vestiga tors su.J>ports the surface energy theory for ceramics as -well a-s 
. . .. --- ....... ' .. . -
.. ~- -.. . . _,, .. f 
i 
metals. (20) 
.. ·j, .-·--·-· 
The grain- growth ti~havior noted ·tn·· this invest~gation cannot be 





.. f:rom the experimental .data· for grain growth rates are gr~a,ter than the 
-,... 
.!/_.,_ ·•~·,I. 
activation ene:rgy for self diffusion of Fe in Fe3o4., .. (Q · = 55 K cal/ 
mole)~ <22 ) Since diffusi9n __ type grain ·growth is limited by the slower 
.. ' 
moving spec.ies, pther fa'cto~s hav~ affected the exp_e·rimental results. 
- ' . ' \ 
The rela.tively .. high pct pc>'rosity at the lower sintering tempera~ 
tures ·sugges_ts. that grain s~\ze. was ·limited. by: the :por~ .. s. The l~mi ting 
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. .. I . data were _not · an~lyzed to determine the , pores. (23) .- The· grai_n _siz~ I 
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:limiting -si:ze · as th'e result of ·porosity becaus~ of th.e' wid~ variation 1 ,, .... 
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n~-t~ r-o·r- ea.ch of the '1~wer si.n_tering te~pe~atures (1200 and 1250°C-) · 
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----->·: ~~c.=~~--01< the a ve-r·age maximunl" -size. · Since · these· maximum sizes are approximate-· : ·-~::- · 
"1' -,-
,· .. ,. ~:-:s.;..... 
. . ,\ 
__.:,_ ____ ·, }:y _ t_h~-~~~11:1~ f~r· -~1~_ so~~!t times ~_!}s.l_ __ ll_~! -~-~~Jl~.e~;--~~!?:~~- _t~~~~ ~nd-i_ca_t~~---1!!_~~~:--------~.---
- .. . ~ . 
" . . 
porosity exerts the limiting size effect. -
.:-··· 
.. 
.. . . 
Tlie presence of the11 unreacted Fe~3 should retard the ··g·rain growth 
of the ferrite because the reduction of Fe2')3 to FeJC>4 must occur first.· 
':A comparison of the average grain size~ between the 72 pct and 100 pct 
' I 
- -FetJ3 during the initiation stage of sintering. The resulting grain,· 
size was smaller for the 1200 ·a~d 1250°C sintering tempe:rat~res With' -
--- -. . ----'--- --- --
no soak time when Fei)3 was present in the .ferrite. The increased growth 
. .Ii.;. __ ( 
·~1:. 
r 
rate -obtained for -the pow~_~r ·\vi.th FetJ3 p.resent can be attributed to 
l 
't 
. - -· - ----- __ the enh·ancing of grain grqwth 'by the newly tran~formed ferrite. The . 
- -;--'i ··~···-· .. 
·Ji' 
~eduction of -the Fei)3 creates small particles. of ferrfte that ean--·be ..... , 
readily consumed by the larger adjoining grains of ferrite. 
i 
Evidence relating to the irii t
11
ia-t-ion stage of sintering was sacri-
I 
/ 
iiced because of the si_ntering cycle employed. ' /· The samples were p,laced 
I 
/ 
_I I . 
i11to a cool furnace 'and.raised to the_ sintering temperature at the··~ate 
.-}/ 
of 300°c per hour. 
I 
After the soak period the system .. was cooled at -
. \ " 
. ' 
aoo0 c ,~per hour .to _ap.proximately ·goo0 c wh·ere the. natural cool:J_ng rate 
-· 
of· the furnace was less than 3oo0 c· per hour. 
' .. 
This method was used to 
-~ · ·, av·oid problems with c·~acking ·. from thermal ··?._hock, which would adv~rsely 
\ . 
' ' . ..· ,>. . ·' -~ 
affect the shr_inkaget porQcsi_ty, and grain growth evaluation. ,. · 
One apparent discrepancy :e~t-~ts for· the comparison of the start~_ 
. - . ' \ 
, . ._ -· 
ing _·p~rticle size of· the coarse po\!~~r and-, the., graip. sizes obtained 
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for the lQw._s-i.ntering ·temperatures and· short sbak. times for thi·s pow-
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.. ----------,·-·-~----····. --,· ·-. :-:·_-der· •. : The average starting particle size· (4. 6 microns) ·was larger than 
! .' 
I.' ·' •· --:° 
' ' 
·. ·gar.ding the· ·initial structure of· the,: ··particle. · ~11 it is--· assumed that- , ____ ---
\ 
.. 
the starting particles are single grains, then the decrease in size can 
.... 
be attribute·d to frac·ture of the.· grains duri~g pressing.· The pressing 
' . .,. 
·· fore~ was relatively high in order to obtain a uniform and high density 
aft{er pressi_ng. ,,This large force would tei1d to .br~ak up the larger 
.. 
grains. A more plausible explanation is that the starting particles . 
. •·;,, 
\ ·--
are not single crystal partic_les. · Hence, the initial grain size must 
be smaller than the ,pi[rticle size. No attempt was made in t,his inves-
• ·r- t' 
tiga tion to determine whether the .. starting partic_les were single· crys-
.' 
~ I • • 
tals or polycrystalline._ Yam~guchi,(11) however, reports tQat ferrite 
•· 
powders calcined above the re·crystalliza tion· temperature resulted in 
,\ . 
·1 
.. . ~ 
- -~ -----··~----' 
particles composed of a few crystallites. An average size of 0.35 
•.. ·1 
· micron was determined by· Yamaguchi for the individual grain. size within 
' 
' 
the particles. This size· is comparal;>le .to the particle size obtai-ned 
. , ' 
· after 10 hours of milling. Powders. that were calcin~d · be.low the re-
crystalliza tiori t_emperature resulted in .polycrysta1line aggregates for 








·-- ....... -·--·-·· .. --·-·· . ------··< ---~-----·--,----····the. preparation. ,(high ... calcining·. temperature· and one. llou~ .. milling) of 
t, 
the coarse powder, i'n 'ti\~. p~:rspecti ve o·f Y~t:1.guchi 's .re_sul t-s ,--:,the· grain· 
.. ,.. . "'- .. .. . . 
.. ' 
---~---~--: __ ·. __ . __ · .'~ _______ c •• si.z..e ..... shou.ld .. be .... ap.proximate_ly equal .to the particle ·size of the. f~lly 
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reacted fin~ __ ._pa~ticle powder:<Jbtained with ·tb·e 20 hour milling (~-22, 
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.average si:ze 1.9 microns) .•. Therefore,.it is notsurpr'i~ing,that·the 
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' ' ' the ·average- par.ti_-than ·smaller· -~ ·~-· 
powder (B-21). 
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. Coarse B-21 Powder 
Original 
·1\ 
Sintered at 1200°c 








fowder B-12···· ~i~tered at 
- · _Orig,!na:\, Magnification 
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particle size distribution will infl~ence~ shrinkage-~ porosity, and 'grain 
growth during sintering. Thus, the oper_a tions that affect the powder 
L. 
charac·teristics should be among r the most closely controlled steps in a, 
~ 
~ ., fabric.ation process to maintain uniform consistency in the sintered · 
.. , 
produ~_i~ 
, • I, . 
The average particle sizes of the-starting powders were approxi-
t 
'0 mately 2 microns. for the fine p9wders (B-11, B-12, and B-22) and 4.6 .. 
microns -for. the. coarse powder (B-21). The major effect of the differ-
,,,: .. __.. . 
·ence in particle size was in the packing o·f p·articles. This eff~ct was 
evident in the pct iinear shrinkages, pct .poro~ities, and average·grain 
sizes. The· similarity of--th~ -particle size distributions for all pow-,, .. 
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no· soak time, -had a smaller grain size .with·· 
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fully reacted ·ferrite 
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sheets .• A.t the.higher 
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. ''t, - coarse 'powderi· particle size distributions should be -·in.vestigated: . The 
. . 
• ,<,"' 
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·relations of grain growt~ rates with diffusion. coefficients of cations · 
and anions in the. ferrite. Howe-v-er-,-.-an -i~nves-t-i-ga-t-ion- of di ff.us ion-in-·- -----
\ 
1. . • 
ferrite would be appropri~te first in order to establish diffusion coef~ 
·. ficients. 
.. I. 





stages of_ sintering a~d preferred-. orientations of the '~.-intered ferrite 
J 
sheets. lf. a method of rapid heating and cooling can be d_evised,, then 
the study of grain growth and shrinkag~ for i/ery short: times may define 
- -------· - . 
-- ------···-· --- - -·--·- - ···- ·- - ,. 
th~ sintering mechanism of the initiation etage., Thin ferrite sheets 
\ - ' 
\ ' 
' 
can be produced by slip casting. The.se thin sample·s could be· sintered 
: ·, .. 
f I • • a·nd analyzed \{or preferred orientation. -
. \ 
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The analysis of a Mg-Mn fer-_ 
····· ... .::,. 
' 
rite for a pref~rred o~ientation would probably be limited to X-ray 
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·ctr ?.c::_t_~inear Shrinkage ·' 
_P.ct L·. S. 100 
•,.,:.. .. 




Sample B.11 l_. hour ·-soak 
I 4075• ' - .3480 X 100 = 14.6 
.4075 
. (2) Time coefficient n, fql"- -Line·ar Shrinkage 
L-O; 
ln c~) - In 
. Lo 
K + n ln(t) 
ln~L1) 




Sample Bll 1200°c 1 and 2 hours soak· 
ln(.146) - ln (.151) 
n\ ··-' -
-
., - ln(300) ln(39Q)' 
.,. .. 
-1 92415 + 1 86433 • • I n ..... .33 ~-t:-- 1. 
5. 70378. - 5.88610 
(3) Activation 
\ 
Energy\Q for Linear Shrinkage 
-.· -.-)'··- 'ii,--,···'"""':-'. 
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, __ .. _..,,_~_ ... _,.,,:;- --: .r --
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• •• · ,1 
ln K ln K' - Q 




1 - 1 






. ~. (4.783 2.213) Q 1 98'7 -.... • __ .. ,_ 
(6.789 
-
5 977) 10-4 • 
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.. 
-- ---- ~ -------~---Q -· 65 K cal/mole 
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